
 

Eset NOD32 Serial Generator is type of activation key that can be used to generate serial key for Eset NOD32 Antivirus software. The program is developed by Eset. Escet NOD32 Serial Generator is only required to generate the license keys for this antivirus software. Luckily, you can download and use the program without having to pay for it. NOD32 security suite with integrated Content Scan
provides protection against viruses, spyware, adware, Trojans and malware infections which may cause damage of your data file system or user files by changing their properties or destroying them with some advanced techniques like bootkits or rootkits etc. The Antivirus software uses cloud based protection which can detect and protect your system from the threats that were developed for specific
purpose, by identifying the normal processes and network connections. This process is called as "Behavioral Detection". It consists of multiple modules which are used to scan the computer system. These modules are: 1) Scanning, 2) File System Integrity, 3) Email Protection, 4) Web Protection, 5) Mail Protection and 6) Outgoing Mail Scanning. The module called as "Outgoing Mail Scanning" is an
advanced security feature that runs any time you send an email or instant message (IM). This module sends the scanned e-mail as a copy. The original is kept by Eset and cannot be sent to anyone. It only allows the sender to read the received e-mail and prevents someone accessing it from outside with a fake sender address or third person with malicious intent. It also scans the content of the message
for suspicious attachments, links and other harmful payload that can leave your system exposed to various threats. Eset NOD32 AntiVirus have ability to detect the threats that are designed for specific operating system while utilizing the cloud based protection which is used by multiple NOD32 users. The software also uses E-mail Scan updating technology which can protect you from getting infected
by any malicious file included in your email. It is possible to detect malicious E-mail attachments by using its "Email Protection Module". If the email contains any harmful files, it blocks them so that you cannot open them. Eset NOD32 Security Suite provides the following features: 

The module "Antispam" scans all e-mails sent from your computer prior to being delivered to a recipient. It checks for viruses, worms and Trojans, and can delete spam messages. The module is updated automatically with updated virus definitions. This process of scanning incoming e-mails is called as "Content Scanning". It also has a module that scans outgoing e-mails before they are sent from your
computer. The outgoing emails are scanned with advanced techniques for suspicious files, hidden strings and malicious code.
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